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The "Art of Spiritual Warfare: A Manual" explains how Believers in Christ must receive Divine strategies and tactics to defeat Satan
when he comes to attack. This book covers: - the importance of knowing your identity in Christ - the importance of prayer in
spiritual warfare - how to prepare for spiritual battle - the spiritual weapons that God provides - spiritual tactics to carry out to claim
victory This book is written to help readers understand spiritual warfare and how to effectively use God's spiritual weapons to "fight
the good fight of faith" through Jesus Christ.
The first Biblical prophecy in Genesis 3:15 simply reveals a salient truth: There is a spiritual hostility and conflict between the
righteous and the devil, the ancient serpent. God wants us to engage the ancient serpent in a battle. He wants us to use the
authority He has given to us to smash the serpent's head! Unfortunately, so many people of God are bound by demonic forces but
do not know how to be free. The proliferation of python and snake spirits in this end time has resulted in an epidemic of people
living in spiritual bondage. These python and snake spirits have an aggressive appetite for destinies to swallow! War Against
Python And Snake Spirits is an attempt to address this problem using two powerful strategies: knowledge of how the enemy works
and fighting them with acidic warfare prayers. Praying with knowledge of how the enemy operates gives a believer superior
advantage over the enemy. As you pray with this book, you will see a great release of God's power as it blends the power of His
Word with these two powerful strategies. The prayers in this book is a do-it-yourself kind of prayer, designed for you to see results.
They are written to be simple, yet powerful. My dear, you can't wait to hunt down those python and snake spirits coiling and
squeezing your life and family. Enough of that intimidation! Pick this Book and let's go-a-hunting!
In this exciting book, you learn God does not record prayer but responds to it. Perhaps God hasn't answered your prayers because
you don't understand prayer. It's time to step up and follow his instructions. Setting up an efficient prayer strategy helps you to get
complete clarity on your prayer priorities, organize your life, and get more out of your prayers than you ever have before. Prayer
may look tough, yet I have made it simpler. Thanks to the wisdom included in this book. Some of the moving stories and personal
experiences recounted in this book will strike a chord with you and serve as a source of encouragement and inspiration. Every
redeemed child of God is obliged to read it. The most effective prayer strategies are shared in this practical manual. It is
appropriate for both new and experienced Christians. You'll learn the truth about; What exactly is prayer? Fundamental guidelines
for praying. Prayer that guarantees an answer. Your redemptive rights. When to release your faith. How to be led by the Holy
Spirit? Prayer strategy in the war room. Prayer strategy for divine prosperity. Prayer strategy on healing and depression. Fola
Ademolu, the author, draws on almost two decades of personal experience in this book. The author's source of inspiration is in the
Bible, and he went to great lengths to clarify what the Lord teaches about prayer. This book will assist you in gathering essential
information on prayer. It will widen your horizons and increase your knowledge of effective prayer techniques. If you follow the
instructions in this prayer guide, you will become a prayer giant and a no-go zone for the devil's agents. As your prayer life
improves, you will become a threat to the evil kingdom.
The Bible frequently speaks of Satan and demons, and there is no mistaking the teaching of Scripture on this one point: as there is
a kingdom of God, so too is there a kingdom of Satan. And the two are embroiled in open conflict. Yet many Christians today are
unaware of this battle and are woefully ill equipped to engage in the work of spiritual warfare. Or they believe Satan and the
demonic are part of a worldview that has long since lost its usefulness and cogency. This is the 21st century, for heaven's sake.
Sam Storms believes we cannot so easily dispense with the multitude of biblical assertions concerning the reality of Satan and his
demonic hordes. The truth is that believers in Jesus are likely to encounter on a daily basis men and women of all ages who are
sorely oppressed, tormented, and tempted by demonic powers. How do we respond to these people? Is there help we can offer
them? The good news is that Jesus offers deliverance and freedom from the influence of the enemy, and the resultant joy, peace,
and spiritual flourishing that comes through the victory of Jesus dying and rising again. Understanding Spiritual Warfare explains
the biblical teaching on spiritual warfare and also shares numerous personal accounts of personal victories over the demonic,
together with practical guidance on how you, too, can extinguish the "flaming darts" (Eph. 6:16) of the "cosmic powers" and
"spiritual forces of evil" (Eph. 6:12) that so often bombard your life. Scattered throughout the pages of this book are real-life
testimonies of men and women who have experienced deliverance from demonic oppression and now walk in the joy and freedom
of inner spiritual healing, and in the case of some, physical healing as well. Understanding Spiritual Warfare is useful as a
reference to address common questions about spiritual warfare, but it also serves as a training manual for a ministry of
deliverance and inner healing. It is perfect for any individual or group who wants to grow in their understanding of spiritual warfare
today.
INCLUDED ARE PRAYERS BY: Dr. Mark I. Bubeck, Dr. Neil T. Anderson, Brother Andrew, Nancy Leigh Demoss, Dr. Fred C.
Dickason, Rev. Paul Estabrooks, Dr. Erwin W. Lutzer, Stormie Omartian, Dr. Ray Pritchard, Dr. Marcus Warner, and others. Newly
updated to include an “Introduction to Spiritual Warfare” by Dr. Marcus Warner. The Bible is clear — from the moment we draw our
first breath, WE ARE AT WAR. Satan hates us and wants to destroy us — because the Lord loves us. A supernatural battle is
waging all around us and if you are not a warrior, you will be a casualty. Christians must face this battle head-on by learning to put
on the full armor of God every day. If we are not equipped properly, we will wonder why we live such defeated lives. Satan is alive
and well and "prowling around like a lion seeking whom he can devour." We must use the weapons that God has provided for us
to do battle for ourselves and for those that we love. A Warrior’s Prayerbook is a clear and concise resource designed to help you
put on the full armor of God. This book is filled with doctrinally sound prayers, written by great men and women of faith, past and
present, that will help you be a fearsome prayer warrior in your spiritual battle. ENDORSEMENTS A Warrior's Prayerbook will be a
great help to many and a service to the Body of Christ. Many will have never seen anything like these prayers. They should not
only be a help to those who use them but also a wake-up call and challenge to many who never thought of warfare and practical
praying against evil. Kathryn has done a great work in compiling, organizing, presenting, and publishing this book. Good art work.
Great need. Great taste. DR. C. FRED DICKASON Author and Fmr. Systematic Theology Chair – Moody Bible Institute, Chicago
“The Christian life is not a playground; it is a battleground.” Warren Wiersbe We’re in a battle every day. If we take seriously
Paul’s call to “Put on the whole armor of God” (Ephesians 6:11), then we know that we need to pray. But how should we pray
when we go into battle? My friend Kathryn McBride has helped us hugely by compiling A Warrior’s Prayerbook for Spiritual
Warfare. The first part of the book contains prayers from esteemed Christian leaders like Erwin Lutzer, Mark Bubeck, Fred
Dickason, and Brother Andrew, arranged in categories such as “Affirm,” “Resist,” “Renounce,” and “Prayers for Others.” The
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book also includes the full text of many Scriptures on spiritual warfare along with very helpful quotes from noted Christian leaders.
This is the most comprehensive guide to spiritual warfare praying that I have seen. We need a book like this so that when the
enemy surrounds us, we will know how to get in contact with the Captain of our Salvation. Read it and you will be better prepared
to stand strong when the devil attacks you and your family. DR. RAY PRITCHARD Speaker, Pastor, Author
www.keepbelieving.com
This book is a manual and complete guide to prayer, intercession and spiritual warfare. Which will equip you to operate effectively
in the area of prayer and prophetic intercession, in a way that has never before been revealed. This manual also has been
designed to be used as Bible study material for intercessors, which will teach you step by step, on how to operate effectively in the
areas of; intercession, deliverance, spiritual warfare, and how to activate the authority that has been delegated to us by God.
You›ll also discover the new identity that you possess as a citizen of the kingdom of God, the benefits that Citizenship offers, and
how to operate in them. Here you will also find a complete guide to deliverance, prophetic declarations, destined to empower you,
instruct you, and equip you in the marvelous world of intercession!
Groundbreaking Spiritual Warfare Book for Women, Now Revised and Updated Women everywhere face battles that threaten to
overwhelm them. A friend's depression. A child's destructive choices. A neighbor's broken marriage. A husband's failed business.
A bad medical report. But you don't have to watch hopelessly from the sidelines. This is a crucial time for praying women to take
their stand. In this newly revised and updated edition, you'll discover sound biblical guidelines, inspiring stories, and practical steps
to help you see victory on the battlefront. As you understand your authority in the risen Christ, you will learn how to overcome
forces of evil, help loved ones break cycles of bondage, and make your home a place of refuge from spiritual attack--all through
the power of prayer. Here is the field guide for every wife, mother, sister, daughter, and friend ready to fight for all she holds dear.
3 Bestselling Spiritual Warfare Books in 1 Powerful Volume This spiritual warfare battle plan from international prophetic leader
Chuck Pierce presents three bestselling books all in one volume. When God Speaks reveals our first line of defense: learning to
discern God's voice and receive his guidance for the spiritual battles we face. Next, Prayers That Outwit the Enemy exposes
Satan's strategies against us. And finally, Protecting Your Home from Spiritual Darkness gives ten easy steps for praying for your
home, your family, and your property in order to lock out evil and maintain your victory. This step-by-step, in-depth handbook will
help you know God's heart, pray more effectively, and overcome the negative influences of darkness for effective spiritual warfare.

A guide to deliverance ministry explains the biblical record and clarifies what a deliverance ministry is and how it
functions in the church of today.
DIVDIVBeat the devil at his own game and wage warfare with confidence!/div/div
This guide for spiritual warriors will help you recognize, resist, and overcome the Devil's attacks.
101 Weapons of Spiritual Warfare Never in the history of the world has there been an era of war, both physical and
spiritual, like this era. This is a tougher era of warfare.More people are under bondage now, more than in any other
period of human history. There are cases of deep bondage, uncommon attacks against the family and horrendous
occurrences in the lives of individuals. The devil has wreaked a lot of havoc upon humanity. The bible has described in
vivid terms that God is aware of the high spate of demonic hostilities. Hence the Holy Spirit has released the prophetic
revelations in this book in order to place us in good stead for a unique role in this end times. This manual is the first of its
kind. This is the apex of deliverance. We are the threshold of a revival of spiritual warfare. The sweeping and the far
reaching effect shall be best described as awesome!
A balanced, practical, thorough, and easy-to-follow guide to deliverance and freedom. From a well-respected pastor
whose message is accepted by all denominations of the church.
Demons wage war against families because families are vital to God’s plan of salvation. This stark reality requires that
your family members become well-trained spiritual warriors who actively secure your home and fight to keep it off-limits to
demonic activity. In A Family Guide to Spiritual Warfare, Kathleen Beckman offers you potent advice from her 12 years of
active participation on an exorcist’s team. She shows you how to “clean up” your household by cultivating in your family
a civilization of love — and how to withstand the spiritual attacks that inevitably come to destroy the harmonious family life
you create. Beckman reveals how you can recognize diabolical disguises in your home and offers proven means of
protection found only in the Church’s arsenal of spiritual weapons. You’ll also learn the devil’s strategies — how he does
not necessarily seek to possess but simply to seed your family with the venom of hatred, desolation, envy, and vice. This,
she explains, is why it’s so important for spouses and children to become schooled in the art of spiritual combat. It’s the
only way you can destroy the works of the devil and unmask the hidden evil that weaves in and out of your daily family
life. Along with more than two dozen effective prayers for family healing and deliverance, you’ll also learn: How to
understand the spirits working for — and against — your family, and what to do in response to them What specific actions
to take if you believe your family has come under the influence of demonic activity How to use your baptismal, spousal,
and parental authority in spiritual warfare How curses can become effective — and what can be done to counteract them
The difference between diabolical temptation, oppression, obsession, and possession The seven ways your family can
wear the full armor of God The diabolical counterparts to each of the Ten Commandments and the Beatitudes The 13
weapons you can use to defend yourself and your family against evil spirits
The First deliverance is a catastrophic blow to the kingdom of darkness. You are taken behind the scenes to see how
individuals and nations get enslaved by the devil. And you are shown exactly what you need to do to set yourself free
from every satanic yoke. When you don't the cause of a problem, you will not be able solve it once and for all. Going for
deliverance without pinning down exactly what is wrong in your life or family root will doom you to repetitive prayers with
seemingly no answers forthcoming. The First Deliverance will equip you with all the weapons you need to overtake and
take back your possessions from the enemy. It will show you how to bring down the walls of Jericho stifling and throttling
your destiny. It will show you how to break down the satanic barriers impeding your business, take down all oppositions
to growth and prosperity in your family, and it will teach how to send fire and destruction into the camp of the wicked. This
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book is highly recommended for the bookshelf of every family.
The Christian Spiritual Warfare Series is a book designed for all Christians who want to defeat the devil in the everyday
battle of life. The Bible stated in Ephesians Chapter 6 that we wrestle not against flesh and blood (individuals) but against
principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places.
Satans intension is to kill, steal and destroy. This mission he wants to accomplish in the life of every Christian. This book
is designed to be a daily prayer guide or manual to help the believer to scatter every plan of the enemy even before they
are conceived. The book has been written for those that want to be free from all demonic operations against their lives.
The book guides the reader to follow the footsteps of our LORD JESUS CHRIST who defeated Satan during his
temptation using the Word of God. The consistent use of the prayer points included in this book will help the believer to
be conversant with the relevant Bible passages for warfare. It will also help him to meditate on the Word of God day and
night so that he will be shielded from every plan of the devil.
A fierce war rages for your soul. Are you ready for battle? Like it or not, you are at war. You face a powerful enemy out to destroy
you. You live on the battlefield, so you can’t escape the conflict. It’s a spiritual war with crucial consequences in your everyday life
and its outcome will determine your eternal destiny. You must engage the Enemy. And as you fight, you need a Manual for
Spiritual Warfare. This guide for spiritual warriors will help you recognize, resist, and overcome the Devil’s attacks. Part One,
“Preparing for Battle,” answers these critical questions: • Who is Satan, and what powers does he have? • What are his typical
strategies? • Who fights him alongside us in battle? • What spiritual weapons and armor do we possess? • How do we keep the
Enemy out of our camp? Part Two, “Aids in Battle,” provides you these essential resources: • Teaching about spiritual warfare
from Scripture and Church documents • Scripture verses for battle • Wisdom and inspiration from saints who fought Satan •
Prayers for protection, deliverance, and victory • Rosary meditations, hymns, and other devotions for spiritual combat St. Paul
urges us to “fight the good fight of the faith” (1 Tim 6:12). Take this Manual for Spiritual Warfare with you into battle. The beautiful
Premium UltraSoft gift edition features sewn binding, ribbon marker and silver edges.
You have a very real enemy in this world: Satan. Forget the caricatures of the devil you may have in your mind—a man with horns,
a pointy tail, and a pitchfork. The Bible depicts the devil as a powerful being of cunning intelligence, a creature who is determined
to derail your faith and ruin your life. Legendary author E. M. Bounds explains how you can protect yourself by recognizing and
defeating the strategies of the devil. You will discover... Weapons that really work against Satan How to defend yourself against
the devil How to expose the rulers of darkness Your most vulnerable areas for attack How to overcome the enemy Remember,
Satan is a liar, and his main objective is to discourage you and weaken your faith. Starting today, you can engage in spiritual
warfare and emerge victorious!
Make 2019 your year of DELIVERANCE & TRANSFORMATION with this 365 Daily Word & Warfare Prayer Devotions, Once a
Week all Year Fasting with the Author/ (Fasting and Prayer coach manual) and Daily One-year Bible reading.
Warfare Prayer provides a toolbox and an operator s manual for those who take seriously the Apostle Paul s statement that we
wrestle not against flesh and blood but against principalities and powers. The demonic world around us is a reality, but all too few
believers understand that realm of darkness to say nothing of having the skills to use effectively the weapons of warfare that God
has given us. Based on a combination of sound biblical theology and real life experiences, this book is a user-friendly guide for
those committed enough to join the army of God.
This new book by best-selling author Cindy Trimm, The Art of War for Spiritual Battle will become the “go-to” manual for preparing
Christians to have victory in today’s spiritual battles with the enemy through strategic spiritual warfare and powerful intercessory
prayer.
People who are in trouble must discern the source of the problem. A correct assessment of the problem's origins is the first step
toward responding well and resolving the situation. Is the issue explainable by natural causes? If not, it is likely that the believer is
under spiritual attack. The Believer's Guide to Spiritual Warfare is a practical guide to overcoming the forces of the world, the flesh,
and the devil that come against believers' personal lives, families, vocations, and ministries. The Holy Spirit is ready and willing to
free Christians from spiritual attack, and this essential handbook will help readers access that power. They will learn to discern the
source of an attack, free themselves and others from spiritual bondage, and pray effectively to protect their homes, businesses,
churches, and ministries from the forces of evil. The Believer's Guide to Spiritual Warfare goes beyond theory to equip believers
with simple, effective tools and techniques for winning victory.
Spiritual Warfare is a comprehensive biblical training manual in how to recognize, engage and overcome demonic interferences in
believers' lives. It is a resource tool that empowers Christians will accurate scripture documentation of how Jesus dealt with
demonic activities and the devil when He was alive.
In Christianity, deliverance ministry refers to cleansing a person of demons and evil spirits to address problems manifesting in their
life as a result of demonic presences, which have authority to oppress the person. God offers us healing and deliverance through
the cross of Jesus Christ. To receive this healing we need to trust in God and believe in the Bible which says on the cross Jesus
Christ took our sicknesses upon Himself. Isaiah 53:5, "By His stripes we are healed." During this time of pandemic many can be
experiencing stress and filled with worry. We turn to our faith in God in these moments and sometimes talking and praying with a
brother or sister in faith is just what we need to ease our mind when we are struggling. The purpose of this ministry is to help
persons into freedom through healing/deliverance prayer. The Healing/Deliverance Ministry functions in union with the Synagogue
Church Of All Nations Worldwide. In this book / manual you will learn how we do it in the Synagogue Church, in our Bible Schools,
and in our Church services. Here you will learn how to practice deliverance and healing ministries for yourself, family, church and
congregation. This book is loaded for those who really want to know, understand and even possibly become healing ministers.
Wait no more, click the bottom key to buy and enjoy the wealth of knowledge shared in this book with powerful prayer points for
deliverance and healing.

Bringing much needed light to the topic of spiritual warfare, this comprehensive guide names specific demons, spirits,
strongholds, and manifestations, and it provides biblical teaching, tactics, and strategies for defeating them so readers
can see their lives return to the place that God designed.
God’s Word is the strongest weapon in a believers’s spiritual artillery. Quin Sherrer and Ruthanne Garlock, bestselling
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authors of A Woman’s Guide to Spiritual Warfare, believe that when Christians use the Bible in intercession and warfare,
they bind the power of the evil one and declare God’s promises and victory for their lives and for those they love. In The
Spiritual Warrior’s Prayer Guide, they show the reader how to apply biblical promises to every area of life, whether in
illness, financial trouble, depression, concern for wayward loved ones, unemployment or spiritual confusion.
A basic training manual for anyone who wants to understand spiritual warfare principles and know how to stand against
satanic attacks, this resource explains that by incorporating demon-defying principles in daily spiritual lives, Christians
can move from bondage into freedom.
Why does it seem that so many areas of the world-including our own cities-are gripped by darkness? And how do
intercessors begin to engage in high levels of warfare against the enemy? In Authority to Tread, Rebecca Greenwood
takes the reader step-by-step into the spiritual combat zone where high-ranking principalities and powers are assigned to
geographical territories and social networks. Through insightful teaching and personal illustration, she shows how
strategic-level spiritual warfare equips God's army to plunder even the strongest camps of the enemy. Intercessors,
prayer leaders, and pastors-and all who desire to see nations and peoples of the earth set free to hear the gospel-will find
this a vital tool for breakthrough and transformation.
Unleash the power of warfare prayer and deliverance and get your desired results now for your child. Children today are
bombarded more than any time in history with satanic influences. There is a war being waged for their imaginations and
for their souls. A Manual for Children's Deliverance reveals deliverance truths, in simple terms, for setting children free
from fears, torments, witchcraft, sickness and destructive behavior. ... The man of God Dr. Felix Ezeukwu and his wife
Pastor (Mrs.) Chiamaka Ezeukwu draw upon their rich experience in dealing with children and in helping them receive
the freedom purchased for them through the cross of Jesus Christ. The authors include a special section covering the
dangers inherent in, and the evil influences of, certain toys, games, music and television. In this book CHILDREN
DELIVERANCE AND SPIRITUAL WARFARE, you will learn how to help your child spiritually and physically. Deliverance
and warfare prayer methods and helpful examples are given, as well as a listing of demons common to the child's world.
In the course of our career as Christian counselors and prayer coordinators who also does deliverance ministry, I am
frequently asked to address how we deal with children especially the underage. This question brought us to certain
expectations in this book! In this book Children Deliverance Manual Best Selling Book 2020, you learn: The place of the
Almighty God on ancestral powers linked to your children, evil foundation, family altars, satanic dreams, spirit husband or
wife on how your kids were initiated at the young age, demonic altars and arrows holding your young lads hostage. How
to handle witchcraft attack in the family especially on your kids and grandkids and on how to overcome delay spirits such
as financial hardship, Anxiety etc. How to teach your children to pray all kinds of prayer and also daily devotional for kids
and many more. Wait no longer, become a successful prayer warrior, deliverance minister and children counselor for
your own children by clicking BUY NOW.
Bob Larson has honed the art of exorcism into astonishing public performance. –Los Angeles Times, front page Men like
Bob Larson are out front, battling Satan, leading the charge against an evil that appears to have so many souls in
torment and looking for deliverance...The Devil meets his match in Bob Larson. –MSNBC Investigates This powerful
spiritual warfare and prayers of deliverance equipping manual examines ten specific lifestyle commitments required of all
Christians if they are to be victorious in spiritual battles. Never again will you underestimate the power of demonic forces!
Without glorifying them through fear-inspiring tales, you will realize your authority over forces of evil and how you can
“demon proof” your life through the ten critical lifestyle choices presented. Demon-Proofing Prayers concludes with ten
prayers/declarations that link the ten lifestyle choices as practical steppingstones to help you emerge victoriously from
every spiritual battle.
Landmark Text Now Revised and Updated for a New Generation Practical, personal, biblical, and motivational, this
bestselling book has been a go-to, definitive guide to intercessory prayer for years. Fully revised and updated, with an indepth study guide, the fourth edition of this classic text offers new and vital insights on prayer and spiritual warfare. With
compassion, strategic thinking, encouragement, and time-tested advice, international prayer leader Cindy Jacobs equips
you to be an effective prayer warrior, covering essential topics and answering questions such as: · What is the purpose of
intercession? · How do you know someone needs your prayers? · How do you pray? · Do your prayers really battle the
enemy and thwart his plans? · What are the "gates" of the enemy? · And more! Whether you are a beginner or an expert
intercessor, this training manual has everything you need to pray effectively--and possess the gates of the enemy.
The first Biblical prophecy in Genesis 3:15 simply reveals a salient truth: There is a spiritual hostility and conflict between
the righteous and the devil, the ancient serpent. God wants us to engage the ancient serpent in a battle. He wants us to
use the authority He has given to us to smash the serpent's head! Unfortunately, so many people of God are bound by
demonic forces but do not know how to be free. The proliferation of python and snake spirits in this end time has resulted
in an epidemic of people living in spiritual bondage. These python and snake spirits have an aggressive appetite for
destinies to swallow! War Against Python And Snake Spirits is an attempt to address this problem using two powerful
strategies: knowledge of how the enemy works and fighting them with acidic warfare prayers. Praying with knowledge of
how the enemy operates gives a believer a superior advantage over the enemy. As you pray with this book, you will see
a great release of God's power as it blends the power of His Word with these two powerful strategies. The prayers in this
book is a do-it-yourself kind of prayer, designed for you to see results. They are written to be simple, yet powerful. My
dear, you can't wait to hunt down those python and snake spirits coiling and squeezing your life and family. Enough of
that intimidation! Pick this Book and let's go-a-hunting!
A quick guide to spiritual warfare, which will help you break those spiritual strongholds and make your warfare prayers powerful
and more effective on the battlefield.What is it that's affecting you today? Are you feeling oppressed by negative influences around
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you? Do you feel as if you, or a loved one, need spiritual deliverance, but you don't know how to fight this evil oppression?If you're
reading this manual is because you're probably feeling attacked by the enemy, and maybe you just can't seem to get ahead in life.
You've tried everything, and nothing seems to work, but today you're going to be set free from those spiritual attacks of the devil.In
this manual, we will take a look at the little details that sometimes we overlook in spiritual warfare. The things that not many teach
because we're focused on ourselves, ignoring that we belong to a group, and whatever affects one of the members, will also affect
the entire group.Fighting for our pastors and leaders, for example, should be part of our spiritual warfare strategies because they
are the ones that feed our souls, and if we don't intercede for them, our souls won't get the proper "spiritual nutrition." TODAY
YOU WILL LEARN THE FOLLOWING SPIRITUAL WARFARE STRATEGIES: How to break a curse in your life How to break a
curse in your family Understanding the power behind your prayers Learning the elements needed for a powerful spiritual warfare
prayer Territorial spiritual warfare strategies How to get organized How to fight Satan with strategies Understanding why your
prayers might not be getting answered Understanding the power of evil Understanding how Satan is organized Understanding the
root of the evil behind your past How to cover yourself with the blood of Jesus How to stay free And more Whether you're
beginning to understand the spiritual realm, or you're an experienced warrior, this manual will guide you through the road of
deliverance. This book was written with the understanding and the anointing of the Holy Spirit, and based on more than 15 years
of experience dealing with demonic oppression.Above all, you're going to learn to be humble, but yet, bold in the Spirit because
you're going to need to be in order to obtain victory in your spiritual warfare prayers. It's when you're dead to this world that you're
alive in the Spirit, and your prayers become a mighty weapon that crushes and destroys demonic strongholds.
"Lord, teach us to pray" (Luke 11:1). During Jesus' earthly ministry, the disciples made this request of Him. He answered them with
what has become known as the Lord's Prayer. Today, nearly 2,000 years later, do we as followers of Jesus Christ have a passion
for prayer? Do we desire to speak with our heavenly Father? And are the prayers we utter effective? In this handy pamphlet,
perfectly sized to slide into your Bible or notebook, Mark Bubeck offers twenty prayers, rich in doctrine, to help Christians triumph
in their spiritual battles. Model prayers include those for revival, repentance, intercession, protection from the Enemy, unity in the
Body, and wearing the Armor of God. Learn to pray like the disciples did—by example.
We are in the middle of a spiritual war, and prayer is our most powerful weapon. So why do we often treat it like a last resort? Why
do we struggle to prioritize our prayer life? God wants us to speak to Him, to draw closer to Him, to gain His wisdom and
understanding, and even to change the world through our prayers. A Prayer Warrior’s Guide to Spiritual Battle, edited by John
Bornschein, the vice chairman of the National Day of Prayer Task Force and an executive member of the National Prayer
Committee, explores the depth and power of a praying life. Contributors discuss obstacles to prayer, include inspirational stories,
and provide resources to help everyone gain a greater understanding of this powerful tool God has given us.
Spiritual Warfare And The Home Marriage is God's creation and not the product of any human legislation. Marriage is supposed to
be blissful and can be blissful. This book is not a set of rhetoric but a warfare manual designed to ensure your home is what God
expects it to be. This manual is for use to help believers fight and win battles against their homes. It teaches you scriptural
guidelines to enable you avoid marital failure and how to safeguard your home through aggressive prayers. This book would help
Christian bachelors and spinsters avoid pitfalls and obtain the right partner. Can there ever be honey for your marriage? Follow
carefully the instruction for using this manual and you will be amazed to see dry bones come alive in Jesus name.
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